
 

 

 

 

 

Choose the word that has the underlined part pronounced differently from the others. 

1. A. rooftop  B. schooling  C. door  D. food 

2. A. healthcare B. clothing  C. strengthen  D. something 

Choose the word that has a stress pattern different from the others. 

3. A. digital  B. vehicle  C. production  D. motorway  

4. A. practice  B. suggest  C. postpone   D. deny 

Choose the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the best option for each of the questions.  

5. __________, drones will deliver all packages in the future, but I’m not sure. 

A. Likely  B. Probably  C. Definitely  D. Perhaps 

6. _________ which can take off and land on tops of buildings, parking garages or helipads promise a faster 

means of transport in the future. 

A. Flying vehicles B. Digital roads C. Underground cars D. Virtual motorways  

7. Virtual reality headsets will ________ students with real-life experiences in a digital world. 

A. give   B. access  C. provide  D. bring 

8. To reduce transportation costs, fresh food will be produced __________. 

A. on the streets    B. on rooftops gardens  

C. on skybridges    D. in the countryside 

9. Jack: It will be great if there are more hologram devices in every classroom. – Andy: ______ With 

hologram devices, teachers can carry out scientific experiments right in the classroom. 

A. I agree with you.    B. I expect too. 

C. The way I see it too.   D. Same with me. 

10. ________ will have recorded classes from many teachers, and students will be able to access information 

beyond the classroom.  

A. Home schooling B. Cyborg guides  C. Hologram devices D. Virtual reality headsets 

11. Alice: What can we do to help poor people is donating more money to charities. – Sandra: ________ 

Besides, we can also help them with education and training. 

A. That may be true. B. I don’t think so. C. Oh, I don’t know. D. I don’t agree with you.  

12. When a disaster takes place, the Red Cross builds ________ in disaster areas to ensure that people have 

somewhere to stay.  

A. treatments  B. social welfare C. shelters  D. healthcare 

13. None of the students in this class have experienced racism for their peers, _________? 

A. haven’t they B. have they  C. did they  D. didn’t they 
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14. Every year, thousands of people are _______ by natural disasters. 

A. exploited  B. experienced C. suffered  D. affected 

15. At first, recycling everything was difficult, but we soon get used to ________ it. 

A. to do  B. in doing  C. to doing  D. with doing 

16. The American government provides ________ for low-income people so that they can have free healthy 

food for themselves and their family.  

A. food stamps B. food benefits  C. food care   D. food safety  

Complete the sentences with the correct forms of the words in brackets. 

17. One of the biggest benefits of 3D printing is that it produces cheap houses, so more people will be able 

to _________ new houses. (AFFORDABLE) 

18. Technology has changed the way people __________. (SOCIETY) 

19. Jack has been ____________ for six months and has to rely on social welfare payment. (EMPLOY) 

20. Close international ______ is needed to fight against all forms of racism. (COOPERATE) 

Read a text about the future of education. Circle the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the best option to each 

of the questions. 

Technology is developing, so it has enabled us to do some amazing things. The question is: "What will schools 

be like in 20 years' time?". 

Schools have experienced a transformation over the last 80 years - from chalkboards to interactive smart 

boards and from notebooks to iPads. The concept of a teacher standing at the front facing rows of desks with 

students who listen and take notes is gradually becoming a thing of the past. Digital classrooms will enable 

students to take part in learning activities anytime and anywhere. Some people believe that it is only a matter 

of time before cyborg guides begin to replace teachers in schools. However, it's more likely that robots will 

be used to support teachers in their work. For instance, robots can be used to make learning activities more 

individual. This can help to improve a student’s learning as it will help students learn in the best way. 

Besides, virtual reality headsets will play a bigger role in the schools of the future. As we are in the digital 

era, a world of information is at your fingertips with a click of a button or a simple voice command. We are 

moving away from the time when students' schoolbags were full of books. This is the generation of tablets 

and 3D Digi books, which allows students to interact with 3D objects by touch. What's more, with virtual 

reality headsets, students may participate in historic scenes or explore the Pyramids of Giza without leaving 

the classrooms. Everything may be a feature of schools in years to come. However, only time will tell how 

many of those possibilities will happen in the future. 

21. The text is mainly about ___________. 

A. how education might change in the future  B. the ways cyborgs will help in the future 

C. how robots may assist students in learning D. the ways students may use technology 

22. The word transformation is CLOSEST in meaning to ________. 

A. creation  B. complete change  C. improvement  D. promotion 



 

23. It's probable that __________. 

A. there will be no more chalkboards in the classrooms 

B. cyborg guides will help teachers 

C. students will learn with cyborg guides individually 

D. cyborg guides will replace teachers 

24. 3D Digi books ________. 

A. might be used in history lessons   B. will be the main source of information 

C. include interactive features    D. will definitely replace textbooks in class 

25. According to the passage, all of the following statements are true, EXCEPT _________. 

A. education has become different over the last 80 years 

B. digital classrooms give students the ability to learn anywhere anytime 

C. nowadays, students can access information easily 

D. students can interact with each other using virtual reality headsets 

Read a text about Blue Dragon Children's Foundation. Circle the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the best 

option for each of the blanks. 

Homeless people are a tragic sight in the cities of almost every country in the world, but the ones in the most 

difficult situation are Blue Dragon the street children. No one knows the exact number of homeless children 

because they often fear and avoid authorities. Some have run away from home (26) _______ family problems, 

while others have been forced to leave home because their parents simply didn't have enough money to support 

them. They struggle to make ends meet by shining shoes or selling small items like chewing gum. Blue dragon 

Children's Foundation is a(n) (27) _______ organisation which was founded by Michael Brosowski and his 

friends in 2004. It focuses (28) _______ helping streets kids and rescuing children from slavery and human 

rafficking in Vietnam. Blue Dragon has worked (29) _______ to offer a variety of services which are led by 

a team of social workers, psychologists, teachers and lawyers. The charity (30) _______ children in need with 

shelters, nutritious meals and healthcare as well as helps them return to their families. It also makes sure that 

children can stay in school and receive a proper education by supporting them with tuition fees and living 

expenses. Blue Dragon believes that every child deserves exceptional care so that they can have a better chance 

in life. 

26. A. although  B. despite  C. because of  D. as a result  

27. A. unprofitable  B. non-profit  C. profitable  D. profiting 

28. A. to   B. in   C. of   D. on 

29. A. endless   B. continuous  C. nonstop  D. limitless 

30. A. provides  B. gives  C. creates  D. raises 

Write the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first one.  

31. I'm certain that robots will become a big part in our lives. (BELIEVE) 

=> __________________________________________________. 



 

32. Driverless vehicles won't possibly become popular in this century. (UNLIKELY) 

=> __________________________________________________. 

33. I don't think people will live in floating houses. (PROBABLY) 

=> __________________________________________________. 

34. Mark really wished to run a charity event to raise money for disabled students. 

=> Mark insisted _______________________________________. 

35. It's rewarding to volunteer your time, money and energy to help other people. 

=> It's worth ___________________________________________. 

A teenager is talking about a documentary film about the future. Listen and write NO MORE THAN 

THREE WORDS for each of the blanks. 

36. We will live in a house that can be_____________. 

37. People will love the design of all ___________ devices. 

38. A(n) _________ will prepare food in every house. 

39. We won't have to drive anymore because most of the public transport will be ________. 

40. There are traffic jams and _____________in the speaker's city. 

 

-------------------THE END------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


